
Restaurant Recommendations

Here you will find a few of our recommended restaurants in the towns and cities you will be 
staying in during your holiday. We understand that finding your own favorites can be one of 
the exciting parts of a holiday; however, if ever you are stuck for choice, you may wish to 
consider these places. They are suitable for a range of budgets and tastes, but there are 
hundreds of other great restaurants throughout the region.

Alcúdia

Ca’n Costa, Calle Sant Vicenç 14

Atmospheric restaurant with a wide variety of Mediterranean cuisine. Well known in the area 
for well prepared food from fresh local produce and good service.

Osteria El Patio, C/ Major 2

Excellent Italian restaurant with beautiful terrace. Delicious and very good quality food. Several
excellent seafood and meat dishes prepared by the experienced chef. And of course, Italian 
pizza made in the traditional pizza oven. Complimentary wine list.

*Maca de Castro /used to be called ‘Jardin’/ 1 Michelin star

This Michelin starred restaurant is a ten minute taxi ride from Alcudia. The tasting menu (132 
EUR/pp) has eleven courses which change on a fortnightly basis. The menu combines 
Mallorcan recipes with more experimental cuisine, and is widely recognised as being the finest 
restaurant in the north of the island. Closed Mondays & Tuesdays.



Caimari

S’ATURADA, C/ de Ca s'Hereu 25

The menu offers well-prepared cycling friendly dishes ( such as sandwiches, pizzas, fish, grilled 
meat and burgers). The restaurant features an indoor seating as well as terrace. Closed 
Mondays.

Restaurante Sa Tafona de Caimari, C/ Ntra. Sra. de Lluc, Km. 6

The menu is traditionally Mallorcan - with lot of local dishes, such as rabbit or snails. It is also 
well known for it’s grilled meat. You can savour the local dishes on its outdoor terrace with 
stunning views. This restaurant is a bit out of town, but only 500m from the hotel, with a 
sidewalk all the way. Ideal for Monday evenings, when other restaurants and bars close for 
weekly rest day.

Sineu

Restaurant Molí d´en Pau, C/ de Santa Margalida 25

The menu is traditionally Mallorcan - with lot of local dishes. The restaurant is well known for 
its rice dishes as well as for lamb ( own production). Home made desserts too. Closed 
Mondays.

El Rey De La Tapa , C/de la Creu &C/ Mayor 2

Simple and traditional ‘tapas’ place where you can try all the Spanish classics such as ‘patatas 
bravas’, tortilla, ‘pimientos padron’ ( green pepers, not spicy), oxtail stew, ‘chorizo a la sidra’ 
(spicy sausage cooked in cider), and a lot more.
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